Your hosts: George & Bev de Lange

Address & Contact Details
12 Fifth (5th) Avenue
Summerstrand
Port Elizabeth
South Africa

Tel +27 41 583 3843
Fax 086 587 1932
Fax +27 41 583 2748 (International)
Mobile +27 83 631 1213

EMAIL INFO@LEFISHERMANS.CO.ZA

DIRECTIONS
Directions arriving from East London , Durban and Johannesburg GPS
Coordinates -33.98536,25.66505
On entering Port Elizabeth on the N2, continue on the M4/Settlers Way.
As you approach the city centre follow the pointers for Summerstrand.
Once the freeway comes to an end, keep straight ahead.
The next intersection will indicate M4/Humewood and beach, keep to this sign following the beach road/marine
drive route with the sea on your left hand side. Do not take the right hand turn at this intersection which indicates
Summerstrand/University etc. This road goes to the back of Summerstrand – a more difficult route.
Travel along our beachfront road until you reach The Marine Hotel at fifth (5th) avenue. Turn right away from the
sea for the first time. We are at No.12 fifth (5th) avenue, Summerstrand Port Elizabeth.

Directions arriving from Cape Town

Coming in to Port Elizabeth make sure that you stay on the N2 freeway following the directions to the city centre
also indicated by a large circle with a smaller circle within it until you come to Settlers Way or the M4 freeway close
to the sea. This freeway will swing you (in a full circle) towards the city centre and the sea will be on your left hand
side. As you approach the city centre the pointers for Summerstrand will come up. Keep the sea on your left hand
side. Do not turn away from the sea.
The freeway will come to an end, keep straight ahead.
The next intersection will indicate M4/Humewood and beach, keep to this sign following the beach road/marine
drive route with the sea on your left hand side. Do not take the right hand turn at the intersection which indicates
Summerstrand/University etc. This road goes to the back of Summerstrand – a more difficult route.
Travel along our beachfront road until you reach The Marine Hotel at fifth (5th) avenue. Turn right away from the
sea for the first time. We are at No.12 fifth (5th) avenue, Summerstrand Port Elizabeth.

From Airport
On exiting the airport you need to go into the first circle effecting a right turn into Allister Miller Drive. Head
straight through the second circle towards the beachfront and Summerstrand often indicated by an umbrella sign.
Once in Allister Miller Drive you will intersect la Roche Drive at a robot. At this robot turn right and follow the road
to the beachfront. Once you intersect Marine Drive ( with the sea directly ahead) turn right at the robots and go as
far as the Marine Hotel which is on Marine Drive. Turn right at the Marine Hotel into 5th Avenue. We are at No.
12.
We look forward to meeting you!

